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1 Introduction
By a homogeneous algebra over a field $k$ , we mean here $a$ commutative $k$-algebra $A$ with
identity, together with $a$ vector space direct sum decomposition $A=\oplus_{i>}\mathrm{o}A_{i}$ , such that:
(a) $A_{0}=k,$ $(\mathrm{b})A_{i}A_{i}\subset A_{i+j},$ $(\mathrm{c})\dim kA_{1}<\infty$ and (d) $A$ is generated by $\overline{A}_{1}$ as a $k$ algebra.
The Hilbert function of $A$ is defined by $H_{A}(n):=\dim_{k}A_{n}$ for $n\geq 0$ , while the Hilbert series
is given by
$F_{A}( \lambda):=\sum_{i\geq 0}H_{A}(i)\lambda^{i}=\frac{h_{0}+h1\lambda+\cdots+h_{S}\lambda^{S}}{(1-\lambda)^{d}}$ ,
where $d$ is the Krull dimension of $A$ and $h_{0},$ $h_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $h_{S}$ are certain integers satisfying $h_{s}\neq 0$ .
We call the vector $(h_{0}, h_{1,s}\ldots, h)$ the $h$-vector of $A$ . The $h$-vector is nothing other than
the d-th difference of the Hilbert function. More precisely, $h_{i}=\Delta^{d}H_{A}(i)$ for all $i$ , where
$\Delta H_{A}(n)=H_{A}(n)-H_{A}(n-1)$ . And we always have $h_{0}=1$ and $\deg A=\sum_{i=0}^{s}h_{i}$ . If $A$
is Cohen-Macaulay, we have $h_{i}>0$ for all $0\leq i\leq s$ . It is clear that the $h$-vector of $A$
together with its Krull dimension determines the Hilbert function of $A$ and conversely.
A famous theorem of Macaulay-Stanley gives a characterization of a numerical functions
which occur as the Hilbert function $H_{A}(n)$ of $a$ homogeneous $k$-algebra $A$ . They also gives
a numerical characterization of possible $h$-vectors (that is, numerical functions which occur
as the Hilbert function $H_{A}(n.)$ of a Cohen-Macaulay homogeneous algebra $A$ ). See [18] for
further information.
But very little is known about the Hilbert function of a Cohen-Macaulay homogeneous
domain, while it is conjectured that the $h$-vector of a Cohen-Macaulay homogeneous do-
main is under much stronger restrictions than that of a general Cohen-Macaulay homoge-
neous k-algebra.
The complete characterizations are obtained in a few special cases:
$\bullet$ when $h_{1}\leq 1$ (trivial),
$\bullet$ when $h_{1}=2$ (Gruson and Peskine [8], see also [9]),
$\bullet$ when $h_{1}=3$ and $A$ is Gorenstein (de Negri and Vall$a[15]$ ).
When $h_{1}\geq 4$ , the problem become quite difficult. In general case, one of the best known
results on the $h$-vector of a Cohen-Macaulay homogeneous domain is that, if the base field
$k$ is algebraically closed field with char $k=0$ , then $h_{i}\geq h_{1}$ for all $1\leq i\leq s-1$ (cf. [20]).
The following theorem refines the above inequality (in the rest of this note, we assume
that the base field $k$ is algebraically closed).
Theorem 1 ([24, Theorem 3.2 $(\mathrm{a})]$ ) Suppose that $k$ is algebraically closed field characteris-
tic $\mathit{0}$ . Let $A$ be a Cohen-Macaulay homogeneous domain with the $h$ -vector $(h_{0}, h_{1,\ldots,s}h)$ .
If $h_{i}=h_{1}$ for some $2\leq i\leq s-2$ , then $h_{1}=h_{2}=\cdots=h_{s-1}\geq h_{s}$ . When $h_{s}\geq 2$ , the
condition $h_{s-1}=h_{1}$ also implies the same assertion.
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Remark. (a) For $a$ given sequence $\mathrm{h}=(h_{0}, h_{1}, \ldots, h)S$ satisfying $h_{0}=1,$ $h_{1}=h_{2}=\cdots=$
$h_{s-1}\geq h_{s}$ , there exists a Cohen-Macaulay homogeneous domain whose $h$-vector coincides
with $\mathrm{h}$ . For example, the projective coordinate ring of an arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay
irreducible curve contained in a surface scroll is a two dimension$a1$ Cohen-Macaulay ho-
mogeneous domain with such a $h$-vector (see [10] for further information).
(b) When $h_{s}=1$ , the condition $h_{s-1}=h_{1}$ does not implies $h_{1}=h_{2}$ . For example, a
complete intersection of gener$a1$ hypersurfaces of degree $\geq 3$ is a Cohen-Macaulay homoge-
neous dom$a\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}$ whose $h$-vector $(h_{0,1,\ldots,s}hh)$ satisfies $s\geq 4,$ $h_{s}=1,$ $h_{s-1}=h_{1}$ (furthermore
$h_{s-i}=h_{i}$ for all $i$ ) but $h_{2}>h_{1}$ . Theorem 4 (stated below) concerns what happens when
$h_{s}=1$ and $h_{1}=h_{s-1}$ .
To prove Theorem 1, we use technique of Eisenbud and Harris [10, Chapter 3]. More
precisely, we will use uniform position lemma and generalize $a$ classic$a1$ result of Castelnuovo
which concerns a finite set of points in a projective space.
Lemma 2 ([24, Lemma 2.1]) Let $X\subset \mathbb{P}^{r}$ be $a$ not necessarily reduced zero-dimensional
subscheme in uniform position. Denote the $h$-vector of the projective coordinate ring of $X$
by $(h_{0}, h_{1}, \ldots, h_{s})$ . If $h_{i}=h_{1}$ for some $2\leq i\leq s-2$ , then there is a rational normal curve
containing X. If $h_{s}\geq 2$ and $s\geq 3$ , then $h_{1}=h_{s-1}$ also implies the same assertion.
When $i=2$ and $X$ is reduced, Lemma 2 is a classical result due to $\mathrm{C}a\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}.\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{v}.$o. $\cdot$ And,
Eisenbud and Harris $[3, 4]$ proved the case $i=2$ and $X$ is non-reduced.
They use a deformation $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{y}_{0}.$
.
$\mathrm{n}\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}}.\cdot \mathrm{j}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{e}$ schemes, while we use standard techniques
of modern commutative algebra.
Obviously, $A$ is a quotient ring of a polynomial ring $S=k[x_{1}, \ldots, x_{v}]$ with $v=\dim_{k}A_{1}$
and $\deg x_{i}=1$ for all $1\leq i\leq v$ . $S$ is used in this meaning in the rest of this section. So
$A\simeq S/I$ as $a$ graded $k$-algebra for some graded ideal $I\subset\oplus_{i\geq 2}$ Si.
The $h$-vector of $A=S/I$ has some information on the degrees of minimal generators of
I. The following, in particul $a\mathrm{r}$ part (1), seems more or less well-known. But, we will give
a proof in \S 4 for readers convenience.
Proposition 3 Suppose that $A=S/I$ is a Cohen-Macaulay homogeneous domain with
the $h$ -vector $(h_{0}, h_{1}, \ldots, h_{s}),$ $h_{1}\geq 2$ . Then;
(1) I is generated by elements of degree $\leq s+1$ .
(2) If $h_{s}<h_{1}$ , then I is generated by elements of degree $\leq s$ .
(3) Suppose that char $k=0$ . If I is generated by elements of degree $\leq s-1$ , then we
have $h_{i}>h_{1}$ for all $2\leq i\leq s-2$ .
Remark. Without the assumption that $A$ is an integral domain, Proposition 3 (2) does
not hold at all, though (1) of this proposition remains valid for general Cohen-Macaulay
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homogeneous rings. For example, let $A=S/I$ be as in Proposition 3, and let Gin$(I)$ be
a generic initial ideal of $I$ (see [2] for the definition). It is well-known that $S/\mathrm{G}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}(I)$ is
a non-reduced Cohen-Macaulay homogeneous ring with the $h$-vector $(h_{0}, h_{1}, \ldots, h)S$ ’ but
Gin$(I)$ always needs $a$ generator of degre $s+1$ .
Theorem 4 Let $A=S/I$ be a Cohen-Macaulay homogeneous domain with the h-vector
$(h_{0}, h_{1}, \ldots, h)S$ . Suppose that $s\geq 3,$ $h_{s}=1$ and $h_{1}=h_{s-1}\geq 2$ (note that I is gen-
erated by elements of degree $\leq s$ by Proposition 2, in this case). If I actually needs a
generator of degree $s$ , the number of minimal generators of I of degree $s$ is $h_{1}-1(i.e$ ,
$\dim_{k}[\mathrm{T}_{0}\mathrm{r}^{s}(1k, s/I)]_{s}=h_{1}-1)$ . In this case, $h_{1}=h_{2}=\cdots=h_{s-1}$ and $A$ is Gorenstein.
If $s\geq 4$ and $h_{1}=h_{2}=\cdots=h_{s-1}\geq h_{s}$ , then $I$ needs $a$ generator of degree $s$ or
$s+1$ , by Proposition 3 (3). When the $h$-vector of $A$ is $(1, h, h, 1)$ , there are two cases. For
example, let $C$ be a smooth non-hyperelliptic curve with genus $g\geq 5$ , and $A=S/I$ the
homogeneous coordinate ring of the canonical embedding $C\subset \mathbb{P}^{-1}.$ $A$ is a 2-dimensional
Cohen-Macaulay homogeneous domain with the $h$-vector $(1, g-2, g-2,1)$ . A well-known
theorem of Enriques-Petri says that $I$ needs a generator of degree 3 $(=s)$ if and only if $C$
is trigon$a1$ or a plane quintic (of course, $\dim_{k}[\mathrm{T}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{1}^{S}(k,$ $A)]_{3}=g-3$ in this $\mathrm{c}$as.e). So if $C$ is
$a$ general curve, then $I$ is generated by degree 2 $(=s-1)$ elements.
2 Canonical modules
Let $S:=k[x_{1,\ldots,v}x]$ be a polynomial ring with $\deg x_{i}=1$ for all $1\leq i\leq v$ , and let
$A\simeq S/I$ be a $d$-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay homogeneous algebra $.\mathrm{w}$ith the h-vector
$(h_{0}, h_{1}, \ldots, hS)$ .
For a graded $A$-module $M=\oplus_{i\in \mathbb{Z}}M_{i}$ , we sometime denotes the n-th graded component
of $M$ by $[M]_{n}$ (i.e., $[M]_{n}=M_{n}$ ), and $M(p)$ denotes the graded module with $[.M(p)]_{i}=M_{p+i}$ .
The graded minim$a1$ free resolution of $A=S/I$ over $S$ is given by
$0 arrow\bigoplus_{j\in \mathbb{Z}}S(-j)^{\beta_{c,j}}arrow\cdotsarrow\bigoplus_{j\in \mathbb{Z}}S(-j)^{\beta}1,jarrow Sarrow A=S/Iarrow 0$
,
where $c:=h_{1}$ and $\beta_{i,j}:=\dim_{k}[\mathrm{T}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}(isk, A)]_{j}$ for $\mathrm{e}a\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}i,$ $j$ . We call $\beta_{i,j}$ the $(i, j)$ -th Betti
number of $A$ .
To prove Lemma 2, Proposition 3 and Theorem 4, we need the notion of canonical
module.
Definition 5 Let the notation be as above. The graded $A$ -module $\omega_{A}:=\mathrm{E}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{t}_{s}^{c}(A, S(-v))$
is called the canonical module of $A$ .
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$\omega_{A}$ is $a$ $d$-dimension$a1$ Cohen-Macaulay $A$ module. The following is well known and $a$
easy consequence of loc$a1$ duality.
Lemma 6 Let the notation be as above.
$(a)$ (Stanley [18]) We have
$F( \omega_{A}, \lambda):=\sum_{\mathrm{Z}i\in}\dim k[\omega A]_{i}\lambda^{i}=\frac{\lambda^{-s+d}(h_{S}+hS-1\lambda+\cdots+h_{0^{\lambda^{S}}})}{(1-\lambda)^{d}}$ .
$(b)(\mathrm{c}.\mathrm{f}., [6])$ Furthermore, $[\mathrm{T}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{i}^{S}(k, A)]_{j}\simeq[\mathrm{T}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{c-i}^{S}(k, \omega A)]_{v-}j$ ’where $c=h_{1}=\mathrm{h}\mathrm{t}I$ .
3 Zero-dimensional schemes
In this section, we work over an algebraically closed field $k$ of arbitrary characteristic unless
otherwise specified. By $\mathbb{P}^{r}$ , we denote the projective $r$ space over $k$ . Let $S:=k[x0, \cdots, Xr]$
be the homogeneous coordinate ring of $\mathbb{P}^{\mathrm{r}}$ .
Given a subscheme $V\subset \mathbb{P}^{\mathrm{r}}$ , we denote by $I_{V}$ the saturated homogeneous ideal of $V$ . We
say that a subscheme $V\subset \mathbb{P}^{r}$ is non-degenerate, if no hyperpl$a\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}$ contains $V$ .
Let $X\subset \mathrm{P}^{r}$ be a zero-dimensional subscheme, and $R:=S/I_{X}$ be the homogeneous
coordinate ring of $X$ . Unless otherwise specified, $X$ and $R$ are used in this meaning
throughout this note. $R$ is a (not necessarily reduced) 1-dimension$a1$ Cohen-Macaulay
homogeneous algebra.
The Hilbert function of $X$ is denoted by $H_{X}$ : $\mathbb{Z}arrow \mathrm{N}(n\mapsto\dim_{k}Rn)$ , while the degree
of $X$ is given by $\deg X--\sup\{Hx(n)|n\geq 0\}$ . If $X$ is reduced, then $\deg X$ is equ$a1$ to the
number of points contained in $X$ .
Since $R$ is 1-dimension$a1$ , the $h$-vector $(h_{0,1,\ldots,s}hh)$ of $R$ is given by $h_{i}=H_{X}(i)$ -
$H_{X}(i-1)$ and $s= \min\{n|H_{X}(n)=\deg X\}$ . We have that $h_{i}>0$ for all $0\leq i\underline{<}s$ ,
$\deg X=h_{0}+h_{1}+\cdots+h_{s}$ , and $H_{X}(n)=h_{0}+h_{1}+\cdot$ . . $+h_{n}$ for all $n$ . $h_{1}$ is equ$a1$ to the
dimension of the linear span of $X$ , in particul$a\mathrm{r}$ , if $X$ is non-degenerate then $h_{1}=\gamma$ .
Let $\omega_{R}$ be the canonical module of R. $\omega_{R}$ is a 1-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay $R$ module.
By Lemma 6, we hav.e $[\omega_{R}]_{i}=0$ for all $i<-S+1,$ $\dim_{k}[\omega R]-s+1=h_{S}$ , and $\dim_{k}[\omega R]_{-s}+2=$
$h_{s}+h_{s-1}$ .
We now recall a few well-known geometric conditions on zero-dimensional schemes.
Definition 7 We say that $X$ is in linearly general position, if every proper subspace $L\subset \mathbb{P}^{r}$
satisfies $\deg(L\cap X)\leq 1+\dim L$ , or equivalently, if every subscheme $\mathrm{Y}\subset X$ satisfies
$H_{Y}(1)= \min\{\deg Y, r+1\}$ .
Definition 8 Let $X\subset \mathbb{P}^{r}$ be a zero-dimensional subscheme. We say that $X$ is in uniform
position, if $X$ is in linearly gener$a1$ position and every subscheme $Y\subset X$ satisfies $H_{Y}(n)=$
$\min\{H_{X}(n), \deg Y\}$ for all $n\in \mathbb{Z}$ .
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In the next proposition, we shall say that a map of $k$-vector spaces $\phi$ : $U\otimes Varrow W$ is
1-generic, if $\phi(u\otimes v)\neq 0$ whenever $u,$ $v\neq 0$ , and non-degenerate, if $u\in U$ and $\phi(u\otimes V)=0$
(resp. $v\in V$ and $\phi(U\otimes v)=0$ ) imply $u=0$ (resp. $v=0$ ).
Proposition 9 (Kreuzer [13]) Let $X\subset \mathbb{P}^{r}$ be a zero-dimensional subscheme in uniform
position, and let $R$ be its coordinate ring. Set $s= \min\{n|H_{X}(n)=\deg X\}$ , in other words,
$s$ is the “length” of the $h$ -vector of R. If $s\geq 2$ , then the multiplication map $S_{1}\otimes(\omega_{R})_{-S}+1arrow$
$(\omega_{R})_{-s+2}$ is 1-generic, and the multiplication map $R_{n}\otimes(\omega_{R})_{-s+1}arrow(\omega_{R})_{-s+n+}1$ is non-
degenerate for all $n\geq 0$ .
Remark 10 (a) Let $X\subseteq \mathbb{P}^{\mathrm{r}}$ be a zero-dimension $a1$ subscheme in linearly general position
(e.g., uniform position) with the $h$-vector $(h_{0}, h_{1}, \ldots, h)S$ . Then we have $h_{i}\geq h_{1}=r$ for all
$1\leq i\leq s-1$ . Hence we have $H_{X}(n) \geq\min\{1+nr, \deg X\}$ for all $n\geq 0$ (see for example
[13] $)$ .
(b) For any non reduced point $x\in X$ , the local artinian ring $\mathcal{O}_{X,x}$ has a non-zero socle.
Since we have that $\dim_{k}Ox_{x},/(a)=\dim_{k}\mathcal{O}_{X,x}-1$ where $0\neq a\in \mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{c}(\mathcal{O}X,x)$, there is $a$
subscheme $Y\subset X$ such that $\deg Y=\deg X-1$ (if $X$ is reduced, $Y=X\backslash \{x\}$ for some
$x\in X)$ . Moreover for each integer $1\leq n\leq\deg X$ , there is $a$ subscheme $Y\subset X$ such that
$\deg Y=n$ .
On the other hand, if $X$ is in uniform position and $\mathrm{h}$as the $h$-vector $(h_{0}, h_{1}, . . , , h)S$ ’
then every subscheme $Y\subset X$ is in uniform position again, and its $h$-vector is given by
$(h_{0}, h_{1}, h_{2}, \ldots , h_{i-1}, h_{i}’)$ for some $i\leq s$ and $h_{i}’\leq h_{i}$ .
We also need the following result from Eisenbud’s “1-generic matrix” theory.
Proposition 11 (Eisenbud [1, Theorem 5.1]) Let $\phi$ : $U\otimes Varrow W$ be a linear map of
$k$ -vector spaces and $M$ be the matrix with entries in $W$ which corresponds to $\phi$ (the cor-
respondence between a bilinear map and a linear form matrix is given in the introduction
of [1]$)$ . If $\phi$ is 1-generic and $\dim_{k}V=2$ , then $M$ is equivalent to a unique scroll matrix
$M(a_{1}, \cdots, a_{d})$ with $1\leq a_{1}\leq\cdots\leq a_{d},$ $\sum_{1}^{d}a_{i}=\dim_{k}$ U. That is,
$M\simeq M(a_{1,d}\ldots, a)$$:=$Proof. From a well-known formula on determinantal ideals, the assumption of Theorem $5.1\square$of [1] is satisfied automatically in this case.
See [1] for further information on 1-generic matrices.
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Proof of Lemma 2. If the assumption of the lemma is satisfied, we have $h_{i+1}\geq 2$ (see
Remark 10 $(\mathrm{a}))$ . Hence we can find a subscheme $Y\subset X$ whose $h$-vector is $(h_{0,1,\ldots,i}hh, 2)$
by the argument in Remark 10 (b). Since $[I_{Y}]_{2}=[I_{X}]_{2}$ and the defining ide$a1$ of $a$ ration$a1$
normal curve is generated by quadrics, we can replace $X$ by $Y$ . So we may assume that
$h_{s}=2,$ $s\geq 3$ and $h_{s-1}=h_{1}=r$ . Then we have $\dim_{k}[\omega R]_{-}S+1^{-}-2$ by Lemma 6 (a).
Let $M$ be the matrix with entries in $[\omega_{R}]_{-s+2}$ which corresponds to the multiplication
map $S_{1}\otimes[\omega_{R}]_{-s}+1arrow[\omega_{R}]_{-s+2}$ . Since this map is 1-generic by Proposition 9, $M$ is equivalent
to $a$ scroll matrix $M(a_{1}, \cdots, a_{d’})$ by Proposition 11, for some $a_{1},$ $\ldots$ , $a_{d’}$ such that $1\leq a_{1}\leq$
$...\leq a_{d’}$ and $\sum_{1}^{d’}a_{i}=r+1$ .
$\mathrm{E}a\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}$ calculation shows that $\dim_{k}M\leq\dim_{k}[\omega_{R}]_{-s}+2=2+h_{s-1}=r+2$ , where $\dim_{k}M$
means the dimension of the linear span of the entries of $M$ . On the other hand, by the
“shape” of the scroll matrix, it is easy to see that $\dim_{k}M=r+1+d$ . Hence we have
$d=1$ .
So we can find a basis $x_{0},$ $\cdots,$ $x_{r}$ of $S_{1}$ and $\alpha_{0},$ $\alpha_{1}$ of $[\omega_{R}]_{-s+1}$ respectively such that
$x_{i}\alpha_{0}=x_{i-1}\alpha_{1}$ for all $1\leq i\leq r$ .
Set
$M’$$:=$the scroll matrix of type $M(r)$ with entries in $S_{1}$ .







for all $1\leq i,j\leq r$ . Similarly,
$(_{X_{j^{X_{i-}}1}}-X_{j}-1x_{i})\cdot\alpha 1=0$ .
But, the multiplication map $R_{2}\otimes[\omega_{R}]-S+1arrow[\omega_{R}]_{-s+3}$ is non-degenerate by Proposition 9.
So we have $I_{2}(M’)\subset I_{X}$ . That is, the rational normal curve defined by $I_{2}(M’)$ contains
X.
The following is the non-reduced version of $a$ classical result due to Castelnuovo.
Corollary 12 (Eisenbud-Harris, [3, Theorem 2.1] and [4, Theorem 2.2]) Suppose that $X$
is not necessarily reduced zero-dimensional subscheme of $\mathbb{P}^{r}$ in linearly general position.
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$(a)$ If $\deg X=r+3$ , then there is a unique rational normal curve containing $X$ .
$(b)$ If $\deg X\geq 2r+3$ but $X$ imposes only $2r+1$ conditions on quadrics, then there is a
unique rational normal curve containing $X$ .
Proof. (a) The uniqueness part is $\mathrm{e}a\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}$ (see [3]). We can prove the existence of the ration$a1$
norm$a1$ curve containing $X$ by the same arguments in our proof of Lemma 2, since $X$ is in
uniform position and $\mathrm{h}$as the $h$-vector $(1, r, 2)$ .
(b) Let $Y$ be a subscheme of $X$ with $\deg Y=2r+3$ . Then $Y$ is in uniform position
and has the $h$-vector $(1, r, r, 2)$ . Since $[I_{X}]_{2}=[I_{Y}]_{2}$ , the statement follows from Lemma 2
immediately. $\square$
Theorem 13 Let $X\subset \mathrm{P}^{r},$ $r\geq 2$ be a non-degenerate zero-dimensional subscheme in
uniform position and let $(h_{0}, h_{1}, \ldots, h)S$ be the $h$ -vector of the projective coordinate ring of
$X$ (note that $h_{1}=r$).
(1) (Green, [6, Coroll$a\mathrm{r}\mathrm{y}(3.\mathrm{c}.6)]$ ) The following are equivalent.
$(a)[\mathrm{T}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{r}^{S}-1(k, A)]_{r}\neq 0$ .
$(a’)\dim_{k}[\mathrm{T}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{r}^{S}-1(k, A)]_{r}=r-1$ .
$(b)X$ lies on a (unique) rational normal curve.
(2) If further $s\geq 4$ (resp. $s\geq 3$ and $h_{s}\geq 2$), then the following conditions are $eq.uiva\iota_{e}nt$ .
$(c)h_{1}=h_{i}$ for some $2\leq i\leq s-2$ (resp. $2\leq i\leq s-1$).
$(c’)h_{1}=h2=\ldots=h_{s}-1\geq h_{s}$ .
Proof of (2). $(\mathrm{b})\Rightarrow(\mathrm{c}’)$ : Well-known.
$(\mathrm{c}’)\Rightarrow(\mathrm{c})$ : Obvious.
$(\mathrm{c})\Rightarrow(\mathrm{b})$ :From Lemma 2.
The assumption $h_{s}\geq 2$ of the “resp. part” of Theorem 13 (2) is necessary. There
are many examples of $a$ zero-dimensional subscheme in uniform position whose h-vector
satisfies $s\geq 4,$ $h_{s}=1,$ $h_{1}=h_{s-1}$ and $h_{2}>h_{1}$ . In fact, almost all zero-dimensional
complete intersections have such h-vectors.
The following result is a key lemma of the arguments in Eisenbud and Harris [10, \S 3.b].
They proved this under the additional assumption that char $k=0$ .
Corollary 14 (Eisenbud-Harris, [10]) Let $X\subset \mathrm{P}^{r}$ be a zero-dimensional scheme of degree
$d$ in uniform position. If there is no rational normal curve containing $X$ then we have
$H_{X}(n)\geq\{$
$\min\{d, n(r+1)\}$ unless $r+1|d$ and $n=d/(r+1)-1$ ,
$d-1$ if $r+1|d$ and $n=d/(r+1)-1$ .
Proof. The assertion follows from Theorem 13 (2) immediately. $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
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4The $h$-vectors of Cohen-Macaulay homogeneous
domains
In this section, we assume that $k$ is an algebraically closed field with ch$a\mathrm{r}k=0$ . The next
result plays a key role of this note.
Uniform Position Lemma (Harris, [10, Corollary 3.4]) Let $C\subset \mathrm{P}_{k}^{r}$ be a reduced,
irreducible and non-degenerate curve. Then a general hyperplane section $C\cap H$ is a set of
points in uniform position in $H$ .
Remark. When ch$a\mathrm{r}k>0$ , uniform position lemma does not hold! In fact, there are
well-known examples of a space curve $C$ such that every secant of $C$ is a multisecant, i.e.,
every secant of $C$ intersects $C$ at least one more point. It is $\mathrm{e}a\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}$ to see that the hyperplane
section of $C$ always fails uniform position property.
Rathmann [16] classifies counter examples of uniform position lemma, in the positive
characteristic $\mathrm{c}a\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}$ (the classification is not complete). Like the curve we mensioned above,
most of these curves have pathological properties on secant lines or planes.
In virtue of UPL, we can use our results on zero-dimensional schemes to study the Hilbert
function of a Cohen-Macaulay homogeneous domain.
Lemma 15 Let $A$ be a homogeneous Cohen-Macaulay domain over $k$ of dimension $d$ .
Then there exists a set of points in uniform position whose projective coordinate ring has
the same $h$ -vector as $A$ .
Proof. By Bertini’s theorem and the uniform position lemma, there is $a$ line$a\mathrm{r}$ regular
sequence $\mathrm{x}=x_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $x_{d-1}\in A_{1}$ for which $A/(\mathrm{x})$ is the projective coordinate ring of $a$ set of
points in uniform position. It is well-known that $A$ and $A/(\mathrm{x})$ have the same $h$-vector. $\square$
Proof of Theorem 1. The assertion follows from Lemma 15 and Theorem 13 (2). $\square$
Let $A$ be $a$ $d$-dimension$a1$ Cohen-Macaulay homogeneous domain. Set $v:=\dim_{k}A_{1}$ .
And let $S=k[X_{1}, \ldots, X_{v}]$ be $a$ polynomial ring over $k$ such that $A\simeq S/I$ as a graded
$k$-algebra, for some homogeneous ide$a1I\subset\oplus_{i\geq 2}$ Si.
It is easy to see that $X:=\mathrm{P}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{j}(s/I)\subset \mathbb{P}^{v-1}$ is $a$ subvariety (i.e., reduced and irreducible)
of dimension $d-1$ . Note that $h_{1}$ is the codimension of $X\subset \mathrm{P}^{v-1}$ (i.e., $h_{1}=v-d$).
The following is a domain version of Theorem 13.
Lemma 16 (1) (Green, [6, Theorem $(3.\mathrm{c}.1)]$ ) Let the notation be as above. If $s\geq 3$ and
$h_{1}\geq 2$ , then the following are equivalent.
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$(a)[\mathrm{T}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{(}^{s_{h_{1}-1}})(k, A)]_{h_{1}}\neq 0$ . .
$(b)’ x^{\mathrm{d}}\subset \mathrm{F}^{w}-1lieso(a)\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}k[\mathrm{T}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{(-1}^{s}h1)(k,anAd- dimens)]_{h_{1}}=h1^{-}1ional$
subvariety of $\mathrm{P}^{v-1}$ with minima degree ($i.e.$ , degree
$v-d)$ .
(2) If further $s\geq 4$ (resp. $s\geq 3$ and $h_{s}\geq 2$), the following statements are also equivalent
to the above.
$(c)h_{1}=h_{2}=\cdots=hs-1\geq h_{s}$ .
$(c’)h_{i}=h_{1}$ for some $2\leq i\leq s-2$ (resp, $2\leq i\leq s-1$ )
Proof of Proposition 3. For the convenience, we put $c=h_{1}$ .
(1) Since $[\omega_{A}]_{j}=0$ for all $j<-S+d$ , we have $[\mathrm{T}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{i}^{S}(k, \omega_{A})]j=0$ for all $j<-S+d+i$ .
From Lemma 4, it is easy to see that $[\mathrm{T}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{1}S(k, A)]j\simeq[\mathrm{T}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{C}^{s}-1(k, \omega_{A})]C+d-i=0$ for all
$j>s+1$ . So the assertion follows from the fact that $\dim_{k}[\mathrm{T}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{1}(sk, A)]_{j}$ is the number of
minimal generators of $I$ of degree $j$ .
(2) Since $[\omega_{A}]_{i}=0$ for all $j<-S+d$ and $\dim_{k}[\omega A]-s+d=h_{s}$ , Theorem $(3.a.1)$ of [6] (see
also [5] $)$ yields that $[\mathrm{T}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}^{s}i(k, \omega_{A})]-.S+d+i=0$ for all $i\geq h_{s}$ . By the assumption that $h_{s}<c$ ,
we have
$[\mathrm{T}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}^{S}}(1k, A)]_{s}+1\simeq[\mathrm{T}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{C}^{s}-1(k, \omega_{A})]-S+d+C-1=0$ .
(3) It is $\mathrm{e}a\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}$ to see that, if $A=S/I$ satisfies the equivalent conditions of Lemma 16, $I$
is not generated by elements of degree $\leq s-1$ . In the next section, we will study the free
resolution of $A$ over $S$ , when $A$ satisfies the conditions of Lemma 5 $\square$
Proof of Theorem 4. By Lemma 6, we have
$[\mathrm{T}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{C}^{s}-1(k, \omega_{A})]-S+d+c\simeq[\mathrm{T}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}^{S}}(1Ak,)]_{s}\neq 0$ ,
where $c=h_{1}$ .
Since $h_{s}=1$ and $h_{s-1}=h_{1}$ , we see that $[\omega_{A}]_{i}=0$ for all $i<-S+d,$ $\dim_{k}[\omega_{A}]_{-s+}d=1$
and $\dim_{k}[\omega_{A}]_{-}S+d+1=\dim_{k}A_{1}$ . Consider the following exact sequence (note that $\omega_{A}$ is a
torsion free A-module), .
$\mathrm{O}arrow Aarrow\omega_{A}(-s+d)arrow \mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}arrow \mathrm{O}$.
It is easy to see that $[\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}]i=0$ for all $i\leq 1$ , and hence
$[\mathrm{T}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{c-1}^{S}(k, \mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r})]_{C}=[\mathrm{T}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{c}^{s}(k, \mathrm{C}_{0}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\Gamma)]c=0$
So applying the functor $\mathrm{T}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}^{S}}$. $(k$ , - $)$ to the above exact sequence, we get
$[\mathrm{T}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{c-1}^{s}(k, A)]c\simeq[\mathrm{T}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{C}^{S}-1(k, \omega_{A}(-s+d))]_{c}\simeq[\mathrm{T}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{c-1}^{S}(k, \omega A)]-S+d+c\neq 0$.
Thus the assertion follows from Lemma 16.
Another application of Corollary 16 can be found in [25]. We give here the $\mathrm{m}a\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}$ result
of [25] without proof. It improves [21, 12, 14], in some senses.
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Theorem 17 ([25]) Let $C\subset$ IF’, $r\geq 3$ be a reduced, irreducible and non-degenerate curve.
(1) Suppose that the hyperplane section $Z:=C\cap H$ is aithmetically Gorenstein $(ac_{\mathit{0}}r$,
for short) for a general hyperplane $H\subset \mathbb{P}^{r}$ , but $C\subset \mathbb{P}$ itself is not $aGor$. Then $Z$ is
contained in a rational normal curve of $H\simeq \mathrm{P}^{r-1}$ , and $\deg C=\deg Z\equiv 2$ (mod $r-1$ ).
If further $\deg C>r+1$ , then $C$ is contained in a surface with minimal degree.
(2) Conversely, for a given integer $d\geq r+1$ such that $d\equiv 2$ (mod $r-1$ ), there is
a smooth, irreducible curve $C\subset \mathrm{P}^{r}$ with $\deg C=d$ which is not $aGor$, but its general
hyperplane section is $aGor$.
(3) If a general degree $d$ hypersurface section of $C$ is $aGor$ for some $d(\geq 2)$ , then $C$
itself is also $aGor$.
5 Minimal Free Resolutlon
Let $A=S/I$ be a $d$-dimensional $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}^{-}\mathrm{M}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{u}1a\mathrm{y}$ homogeneous dom$a\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}$ which satisfies the
equivalent conditions of Lemma 16.
By sever$a1$ methods, we can compute the Betti numbers of $A$ . For example, according
to an idea of Schreyer [21], we can construct the minim$a1$ free resolution of $A$ over $S$ as $a$
mapping cone between the complex constructed by Buchsbaum-Eisenbud ( $\mathrm{c}.\mathrm{f}.,$ [$2$ , A2.6.1]
and [17, (1.5) and (1.6)] $)$ and the Eagon-Northcot complex. Or, we can also compute the
Betti numbers of $A$ using an argument simil $a\mathrm{r}$ to [23, Corollary 3.4], since a suitable linear
subspace section of Proj $A$ is a set of points contained in a rational normal curve.
Proposition 18 Let $A=S/I$ be a Cohen-Macaulay homogeneous domain which satisfies
the equivalent conditions of Lemma 16. Put $c:=h_{1}$ . Then the Betti numbers of $A$ over $S$
is given by, ‘. $j$ . ’
$.\backslash ‘’$ . $\cdot$
$\dim_{k}[\mathrm{T}.\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}(isk, A)]_{j}$
$=$
When $h_{s}=1$ , the Betti numbers are relatively simple.
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Corollary 19 Let $A=S/I$ be a $d$ -dimensional Cohen-Macaulay homogeneous domain
whose $h$ -vector $(h_{0}, h_{1}, \cdots, h_{\mathrm{s}})$ satisfies $h_{s}=1$ and $h_{1}=\cdots=h_{s-1}$ . If $s\geq 4$ , or $s=3$ and
I has a $ge\dot{n}$erator of degree 3, then a minimal free resolution of $A$ over $S$ is of the form:
$0arrow S(-S-C)arrow S(-c)^{b_{c}}-1\oplus s(-s-c+2)^{b_{1}}arrow$
$S(-c+1)^{b_{c-2}}\oplus S(-s - c+3)^{b_{2}}arrow\cdots\cdot\cdot\cdotarrow S(-3)^{b_{2}}\oplus S(-s - 1)^{b_{c-2}}arrow$
$S(-2)^{b_{1}}\oplus S(-s)^{b}c-1arrow Sarrow A=S/Iarrow 0$ ,
where $c=h_{1}$ and
$b_{i}=i$ for all $1\leq i\leq c-1$ .
Let $P(v, d)$ be a stacked $d$ -polytope with $v$ vertices, $\Delta(P(v, d))$ its boundary complex
and $R:=k[\Delta(P(v, d))]$ the St $a\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{y}^{-}\mathrm{R}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$ ring of $\Delta(P(v, d))$ over $k$ (see [22] for the
definition). $R$ is a reduced (but non-irreducible) Cohen-Macaulay homogeneous ring of
dimension $d$ and embedding dimension $v$ . So $R$ is a quotient ring of $a$ v-dimensional
polynomial ring $S$ .
A stacked polytope is a optimal example of lower bound theorem (cf. [10]), that is, the
$h$-vector of $R$ is given by $(h_{0}, h_{1}, \cdots, h_{d})$ , where $h_{0}=h_{d}=1$ and $h_{1}=\cdots=h_{d-1}=v-d$ .
So $R$ has the $\mathrm{s}a\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}h$-vectors as the $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}-\mathrm{M}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}a\mathrm{y}$ homogeneous domains which have
been studied in this paper.
Recently, Terai and Hibi [22] computed the Betti number of $R$ .
Comparing each Betti number, we get the following.
Proposition 20 Let $R$ be the Stanley-Reisner ring associated with the boundary complex
of a $d$-dimensional stacked polytope $P(v, d)$ . Let $A$ be a Cohen-Macaulay homogeneous
domain over $k$ which has the same $h$ -vector as R. If $A$ satisfies the equivalent conditions
of Lemma 16 $(e.g., d\geq 4)$ , then $A$ and $R$ have the same Betti numbers.
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